WORLD CLASS

Wisdom

Grand Prairie, Texas
Youth and adult sports play a big role in Grand Prairie’s outdoor lifestyle.

*Whatever the mind can conceive, it can achieve.*

W. Clement Stone
Now, go ahead, and make a raving fan in Grand Prairie today!
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City employees by Amy Sprinkles
City Hall by Roy Lopez
Sunset on Lake Joe Pool by Eric Johnson
Splash Factory by Kathi Reinbold
Wide World of Parks by Mae Smith
Kids Climbing by Whitney Fowler
Pick and Paint by Bradley Barton
Pumpkin Patch by Kelly Eddlemon
Firefighters by Derek Townsend
Police 24/7 by Mike Foreman
Cinco Parade by Bradley Barton
Cinco Girls by Ernesto Santamaria III
New Home by Amy Sprinkles
Planning by Whitney Fowler
Sunflower by Derek Townsend
Friendship Park by Rita Peterson
Fireworks at Lone Star Park by Mike Foreman
Up a Rock by Steve Adams
Doggy Drink by Yvonne Luddeke
Stacks by Amy Sprinkles
Library by Steve Adams
Belt Line Wall by Cami McKillop
Paving the Way by Amy Sprinkles
Hunter Memorial by Derek Townsend
Police Pal by Darby Byrd
Good Link Trail by Whitney Fowler
Good Link Trail Bridge by Rory Holmes
Construction by Steve Adams
Building Inspection by Whitney Fowler
Firefighters by Derek Townsend
Reading is FUNdamental at the Grand Prairie libraries.

Dispatch by Whitney Fowler
Bowles Life Center by Michael Lyon
Grooving with Granny by Whitney Fowler
Ballpark by Bradley Barton
Home Run by Bradley Barton
Playground by Kelly Eddlemon
Dalworth Rec Center by Amy Sprinkles
Prairie Lakes Golf by John R. Johnson
Tangle Ridge Golf by Bradley Barton
Equipment Services by Steve Adams
GPTV on Location by Whitney Fowler
Greet the Troops by Whitney Fowler
Veterans Memorial by Allen Sheffield
U.S. Flag by Chris Cato
Central Bark Bulldog by Kelly Eddlemon
Coneflower by Derek Townsend
Prairie Lights by Bradley Barton
Uptown Theater at Night by Steve Adams
Uptown Façade by Ronnie Gentry
Play Ball by Evonne Luddeke
Batter Up by Ronnie Gentry
Fish Creek Trail by Bradley Barton
Bronze Readers by Tammy LaLonde
Streets by Amy Sprinkles
Water Tower by Derek Townsend
You’ve got to get the fundamentals down, because otherwise the fancy stuff is not going to work.

Coach Jim Graham
Lead, follow or get the heck out of the way.

Tom Hart
Build for your team a feeling of oneness, of dependence on one another and of strength to be derived by unity.

Vince Lombardi